Recent work has shown that CNN-based depth and ego-motion estimators can be learned using unlabelled monocular videos. However, the performance is limited by unidentified moving objects that violate the underlying static scene assumption in geometric image reconstruction. More significantly, due to lack of proper constraints, networks output scale-inconsistent results over different samples, i.e., the ego-motion network cannot provide full camera trajectories over a long video sequence because of the per-frame scale ambiguity. This paper tackles these challenges by proposing a geometry consistency loss for scale-consistent predictions, and an induced self-discovered mask for handling moving objects and occlusions. Since we do not leverage multi-task learning like recent works, our framework is much simpler and more efficient. Extensive evaluation results demonstrate that our depth estimator achieves the state-of-the-art performance on the standard KITTI and Make3D datasets. Moreover, we show that our egomotion network is able to predict a globally scale-consistent camera trajectory for long video sequences, and the resulting visual odometry accuracy is competitive with the state-of-the-art model that is trained using stereo videos. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to show that deep networks trained using monocular video snippets can predict globally scale-consistent camera trajectories over a long video sequence.
Introduction
Depth and ego-motion estimation is crucial for various applications in robotics and computer vision. Traditional methods are usually hand-crafted stage-wise systems, which rely on correspondence search [1] and epipolar geometry [2] for estimation. Recently, deep learning based methods [3, 4] show that the depth can be inferred from a single image by using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). Especially, unsupervised methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] show that CNN-based depth and ego-motion networks can be solely trained on monocular video sequences without using ground-truth depth or stereo image pairs (pose supervision). The principle is that one can warp the image in one frame to another frame using the predicted depth and ego-motion, and then employ the image reconstruction loss as the supervision signal [5] to train the network. However, the performance limitation arises due to the moving objects that violate the underlying static scene assumption in geometric image reconstruction. More significantly, due to lack of proper constraints the network predicts scale-inconsistent results over different samples, i.e., the ego-motion network cannot provide a full camera trajectory over a long video sequence because of the per-frame scale ambiguity 1 .
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work (learning from monocular videos) addresses the scale-inconsistency issue mentioned above. To this end, we propose a geometry consistency loss for tackling the challenge. Specifically, for any two consecutive frames sampled from a video, we convert the predicted depth map in one frame to 3D space, then project it to the other frame using the estimated ego-motion, and finally minimize the inconsistency of the projected and the estimated depth maps. This explicitly enforces the depth network to predict geometry-consistent (of course scale-consistent) results over consecutive frames. With iterative sampling and training from videos, depth predictions on each consecutive image pair would be scale-consistent, and the frame-to-frame consistency can eventually propagate to the entire video sequence. As the scale of ego-motions is tightly linked to the scale of depths, the proposed ego-motion network can predict scale-consistent relative camera poses over consecutive snippets. We show that just simply accumulating pose predictions can result in globally scale-consistent camera trajectories over a long video sequence (Fig. 3 ).
Regarding the challenge of moving objects, recent work addresses it by introducing an additional optical flow [7] [8] [9] 11] or semantic segmentation network [12] . Although this improves performance significantly, it also brings about huge computational cost. Here we show that we could automatically discover a mask from the proposed geometry consistency term for solving the problem without introducing new networks. Specifically, we can easily locate pixels that belong to dynamic objects/occluded regions or difficult regions (e.g., textureless regions) using the proposed term. By assigning lower weights to those pixels, we can avoid their impact to the fragile image reconstruction loss (see Fig. 2 for mask visualization). Compared with these recent approaches [7] [8] [9] that leverage multi-task learning, the proposed method is much simpler and more efficient.
We conduct detailed ablation studies that clearly demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach. Furthermore, comprehensive evaluation results on both KITTI [13] and Make3D [14] datasets show that our depth network outperforms state-of-the-art models that are trained in more complicated multi-task learning frameworks [7] [8] [9] 15] . Meanwhile, our ego-motion network is able to predict scale-consistent camera trajectories over long video sequences, and the accuracy of trajectory is competitive with the state-of-the-art model that is trained using stereo videos [16] .
To summarize, our main contributions are three-fold:
• We propose a geometry consistency constraint to enforce the scale-consistency of depth and ego-motion networks, leading to a globally scale-consistent ego-motion estimator.
• We propose a self-discovered mask for dynamic scenes and occlusions by the aforementioned geometry consistency constraint. Compared with other approaches, our proposed approach does not require additional optical flow or semantic segmentation networks, which makes the learning framework simpler and more efficient.
• The proposed depth estimator achieves state-of-the-art performance on KITTI and Make3D datasets, and the proposed ego-motion predictor shows competitive visual odometry results compared with the state-of-the-art model that is trained using stereo videos.
Related work
Traditional methods rely on the disparity between multiple views of a scene to recover the 3D scene geometry, where at least two images are required [17] . With the rapid development of deep learning, Eigen et al. [3] show that the depth can be predicted from a single image using Convolution Neural Network (CNN). Specifically, they design a coarse-to-fine network to predict the single-view depth and use the ground truth depths acquired by range sensors as the supervision signal to train the network. However, although these supervised methods [3, 4, [18] [19] [20] show high-quality flow and depth estimation results, it is expensive to acquire ground truth in real-world scenes.
Without requiring the ground truth depth, Garg et al. [21] show that a single-view depth network can be trained using stereo image pairs. Instead of using depth supervision, they leverage the established epipolar geometry [17] . The color inconsistency between a left image and a synthesized left image warped from the right image is used as the supervision signal. Following this idea, Godard et al. [22] propose to constrain the left-right consistency for regularization, and Zhan et al. [16] extend the method to stereo videos. However, though stereo pairs based methods do not require the ground truth depth, accurately rectifying stereo cameras is also non-trivial in real-world scenarios.
To that end, Zhou et al. [5] propose a fully unsupervised framework, in which the depth network can be learned solely from monocular videos. The principle is that they introduce an additional ego-motion network to predict the relative camera pose between consecutive frames. With the estimated depth and relative pose, image reconstruction as in [21] is applied and the photometric loss is used as the supervision signal. However, the performance is limited due to dynamic objects that violate the underlying static scene assumption in geometric image reconstruction. More importantly, Zhou et al. [5] 's method suffers from the per-frame scale ambiguity, in that a single and consistent scaling of the camera translations is missing and only direction is known. As a result, the ego-motion network cannot predict a full camera trajectory over a long video sequence.
For handling moving objects, recent work [7, 8] proposes to introduce an additional optical flow network. Even more recently [9] introduces an extra motion segmentation network. Although they show significant performance improvement, there is a huge additional computational cost added into the basic framework, yet they still suffer from the scale-inconsistency issue.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first one to show that the ego-motion network trained in monocular videos can predict a globally scale-consistent camera trajectory over a long video sequence. This shows significant potentials to leverage deep learning methods in Visual SLAM [10] for robotics and autonomous driving.
3 Unsupervised Learning of Scale-consistent Depth and Ego-motion
Method Overview
Our goal is to train depth and ego-motion networks using monocular videos, and constrain them to predict scale-consistent results. Given two consecutive frames (I a , I b ) sampled from an unlabeled video, we first estimate their depth maps (D a , D b ) using the depth network, and then predict the relative 6D camera pose P ab between them using the pose network.
With the predicted depth and relative camera pose, we can synthesize the reference image I a by interpolating the source image I b [23, 5] . Then, the network can be supervised by the photometric loss between the real image I a and the synthesized one I a . However, due to dynamic scenes that violate the geometric assumption in image reconstruction, the performance of this basic framework is limited. To this end, we propose a geometry consistency loss L GC for scale-consistency and a self-discovered mask M for handling the moving objects and occlusions. Fig. 1 shows an illustration of the proposed loss and mask.
Our overall objective function can be formulated as follows:
where L M p stands for the weighted photometric loss (L p ) by the proposed mask M , and L s stands for the smoothness loss. We train the network in both forward and backward directions to maximize the data usage, and for simplicity we only derive the loss for the forward direction.
In the following sections, we first introduce the widely used photometric loss and smoothness loss in Sec. 3.2, and then describe the proposed geometric consistency loss in Sec. 3.3 and the self-discovered mask in Sec. 3.4.
Photometric loss and smoothness loss
Photometric loss. Leveraging the brightness constancy and spatial smoothness priors used in classical dense correspondence algorithms [24] , previous works [5, [7] [8] [9] have used the photometric error between the warped frame and the reference frame as an unsupervised loss function for training the network. Besides, we discover a mask M (Eqn. 7) from the inconsistency map for handling dynamic scenes and ill-estimated regions (Fig. 2) . For clarity, the photometric loss and smoothness loss are not shown in this figure.
With the predicted depth map D a and the relative camera pose P ab , we synthesize I a by warping I b , where differentiable bilinear interpolation [23] is used as in [5] . With the synthesized I a and the reference image I a , we formulate the objective function as
where V stands for valid points that are successfully projected from I a to the image plane of I b , and |V | defines the number of points in V . We choose L 1 loss due to its robustness to outliers. However, it is still not invariant to illumination changes in real-world scenarios. Here we add an additional image dissimilarity loss SSIM [25] for better handling complex illumination changes, since it normalizes the pixel illumination. We modify the photometric loss term Eqn. 2 as:
where SSIM aa stands for the element-wise similarity between I a and I a by the SSIM function [25] . Following [22, 7, 9] , we use λ i = 0.15 and λ s = 0.85 in our framework.
Smoothness loss. As the photometric loss is not informative in low-texture nor homogeneous region of the scene, existing work incorporates a smoothness prior to regularize the estimated depth map. We adopt the edge-aware smoothness loss used in [9] , which is formulated as:
where ∇ is the first derivative along spatial directions. It ensures that smoothness is guided by the edge of images.
Geometry consistency loss
As mentioned before, we enforce the geometry consistency on the predicted results. Specifically, we require that D a and D b (related by P ab ) conform the same 3D scene structure, and use their differences as the loss function. Here minimizing this loss not only encourages the geometry consistency between samples in a batch but also transfers the consistency to the entire sequence. e.g., depths of I 1 agree with depths of I 2 in a batch; depths of I 2 agree with depths of I 3 in another training batch. Eventually, depths of I i of a sequence should all agree with each other. As the PoseNet is coupled with the DepthNet during training, our method yields scale-consistent predictions over the entire sequence. With this constraint, we can compute the depth inconsistency map D diff . For each p ∈ V , it is defined as:
where D a b is the computed depth map of I b by warping D a using P ab , and D b is the interpolated depth map from the estimated depth map D b (Note that we cannot directly use D b because the warping flow does not lie on the pixel grid ). Here we normalize their difference by their sum. This is more intuitive than the absolute distance as it treats points at different absolute depths equally in optimization. Besides, the function is symmetric and the outputs are naturally ranging from 0 to 1, which contributes to numerical stability in training.
With the inconsistency map, we simply define the proposed geometry consistency loss as:
which minimizes the geometric distance of predicted depths between each consecutive pair and enforces their scale-consistency. With training, the consistency can propagate to the entire video sequence. Due to the tight link between ego-motion and depth predictions, the ego-motion network can eventually predict globally scale-consistent trajectories (Fig. 3) .
Self-discovered mask
To handle moving objects and occlusions that may impair the network training, recent work propose to introduce an additional optical flow [7] [8] [9] or semantic segmentation network [12] . This is effective, however it also introduces extra computational cost and training burden. Here, we show that these regions can be effectively located by the proposed inconsistency map D diff in Eqn. 5.
There are several scenarios that result in inconsistent scene structure observed from different views, including (1) dynamic objects, (2) occlusions, and (3) inaccurate predictions for difficult regions.
Without separating them explicitly, we observe each of these will result in D diff increasing from its ideal value of zero.
Based on this simple observation, we propose a weight mask M as D diff is in [0, 1]:
which assigns low/high weights for inconsistent/consistent pixels. It can be used to re-weight the photometric loss. Specifically, we modify the photometric loss in Eqn. 3 as
By using the mask, we mitigate the adverse impact from moving objects and occlusions. Further, the gradients computed on inaccurately predicted regions carry less weight during back-propagation. Fig. 2 shows visual results for the proposed mask, which coincides with our anticipation stated above.
Experiment

Implementation details
Network architecture. For the depth network, we experiment with DispNetS [5] and DispResNet [9] , which takes a single RGB image as input and outputs a depth map. For the ego-motion network, PoseNet without the mask prediction branch [5] is used. The network estimates a 6D relative camera pose from a concatenated RGB image pair. Instead of computing the loss on multiple-scale outputs of the depth network (4 scales in [5] or 6 scales in [9] ), we empirically find that using single-scale supervision (i.e., only compute the loss on the finest output) is better (Tab. 1). Our single-scale supervision not only improves the performance but also contributes a more concise training pipeline. We hypothesize the reason of this phenomenon is that the photometric loss is not accurate in low-resolution images, where the pixel color is over-smoothed.
Single-view depth estimation. The proposed learning framework is implemented using PyTorch Library [26] . For depth network, we train and test models on KITTI raw dataset [13] using Eigen [3] 's split that is the same with related works [8, 7, 9, 5] . Following [5] , we use a snippet of three sequential video frames as a training sample, where we set the second image as reference frame to compute loss with other two images and then inverse their roles to compute loss again for maximizing the data usage. The data is also augmented with random scaling, cropping and horizontal flips during training, and we experiment with two input resolutions (416 × 128 and 832 × 256). We use ADAM [27] optimizer, and set the batch size to 4 and the learning rate to 10 −4 . During training, we adopt α = 1.0, β = 0.1, and γ = 0.5 in Eqn. 1. We train the network in 200 epochs with 1000 randomly sampled batches in one epoch, and validate the model at per epoch. Also, we pre-train the network on CityScapes [28] and finetune on KITTI [13] , each for 200 epochs. Here we follow Eigen et al. [3] 's evaluation metrics for depth evaluation. Besides, we test models on Make3D [14] testing set without fine-tuning on training images to verify its generalization ability.
Visual odometry. For pose network, following Zhan et al. [16] , we evaluate visual odometry results on KITTI odometry dataset [13] , where sequence 00-08/09-10 are used for training/testing. We use the standard evaluation metrics by the dataset for trajectory evaluation other than Zhou et al. [5] 's 5-frame pose evaluation, since they are more widely used and more meaningful. We also show results using 5-frame pose evaluation in supplementary material.
Ablation study
In this section, we first validate the efficacy of the proposed geometry-consistency loss L GC and the self-discovered weight mask M using both the multi-scale supervision and single-scale supervision, and then we experiment with different network architectures and image resolutions. in brackets indicate the AbsRel when using multi-scale supervisions. It clearly shows that each component we design contributes to the performance improvement, and using single-scale supervision is better than multi-scale supervision (see more multi-scale results in supplementary).
Network architectures and image resolutions. Tab. 2 shows the results of different network architectures and different resolution images, where "-VGG" stands for the method with DispNetS [5] and "-ResNet" stands for that with DispResNetS [9] . It is obvious that using higher resolution images and deeper networks can improve the performance. Following CC [9] , we use the "-ResNet" trained on higher resolution images (832 × 256) to compare with state-of-the-art methods.
Comparisons with the state-of-the-art
Depth results on KITTI raw dataset. Tab. 3 shows the results on KITTI raw dataset [13] , where our method achieves the state-of-the-art performance when compared with models trained on monocular video sequences. Note that recent work [7] [8] [9] 29] all jointly learn multiple tasks, while our approach does not. This effectively reduces the training and inference overhead. Moreover, our method competes quite favorably with other methods using stronger supervision signals such as calibrated stereo image pairs (i.e., pose supervision) or even ground-truth depth annotation.
Depth estimation results on Make3D dataset. To verify the generalization ability of the model trained on KITTI [13] , we test it on Make3D dataset [14] without fine-tuning. Tab. 4 shows the results that demonstrate the superiority of our method against other state-of-the-art methods. Visual odometry results. We compare with SfMLearner [5] and the method trained on stereo videos [16] . We also report the results of ORB-SLAM [10] (without loop closing), though emphasize that this results in a comparison note between a simple frame-to-frame pose estimation framework (i.e. Qualitative results on the testing sequences of KITTI odometry dataset [13] .
Visual Odometry) with a Visual SLAM system, in which the latter has a strong back-end optimization system (i.e., bundle adjustment [30] ) for improving the performance. Here, we ignore the frames (First 9 and 30 respectively) from the sequences (09 and 10) for which ORB-SLAM [10] fails to output camera poses because of unsuccessful initialization. Tab. 5 shows the average translation and rotation errors for the testing sequence 09 and 10, and Fig. 3 shows qualitative results.
Note that the comparison is highly disadvantageous to the proposed method: i) we align per-frame scale to the ground truth scale for [5] due to its scale-inconsistency, while we only align one global scale for our method; ii) [16] requires stereo videos for training, while we only use monocular videos. Although it is unfair to the proposed method, the results show that our method achieves competitive results with [16] . Even when compared with the ORB-SLAM [10] system, our method shows a lower translational error and a better visual result on sequence 09. This is a great progress that deep models trained on monocular videos can predict a globally scaleconsistent visual odometry. Also, the performance is remarkable that a monocular frame-to-frame pose estimator can provide a long and reasonable camera trajectory without any post-processing for drift correction. It is very challenging, because drifts accumulate over time and significantly limit the performance. More discussion on that can be also seen in [16] .
Conclusion
This paper presents an unsupervised learning framework for scale-consistent depth and ego-motion estimation. The core of the proposed approach is a geometry consistency loss for scale-consistency and a self-discovered mask for handling dynamic scenes. With the proposed learning framework, our depth model achieves the state-of-the-art performance on KITTI [13] and Make3D [14] datasets, and our ego-motion network can show competitive visual odometry results with the model that is trained using stereo videos. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to show that deep models training on monocular videos can predict a globally scale-consistent camera trajectory over a long sequence. In future work, we will focus on improving the visual odometry accuracy by incorporating drift correcting solutions into the current framework. Validation results on KITTI raw dataset [13] . Both basic and basic+ssim (without the proposed L GC ) overfit after about 50 epoches, while others (with L GC ) not. Besides, the single-scale supervision leads to consistently better results than multi-scale supervisions (4 levels). Note that the validation set is different from the Eigen et al. [3] 's test split, so the validation results are not exactly same with the results reported in Tab. 6. However, they confirm the same conclusion.
Ablation study on scale numbers
Tab. 6 shows ablation study results of different scale numbers, where we experiment with four scale choices. It shows that using the single-scale (1-scale) leads to the best performance. Here, we hypothesis that it is because the photometric loss is not accurate in low-resolution images, where the pixel color is over-smoothed. 
Pose estimation results on 5-frame snippets
Although the visual odometry results shown in the main paper is more important, we also evaluate pose estimation results using Zhou et al. [5] 's evaluation metric on 5-frame snippets. Tab. 7 shows the results, where our method shows slightly lower performances with the state-of-the-art methods but the gap is small. 0.014 ± 0.008 0.012 ± 0.011 ORB-SLAM (short) 0.064 ± 0.141 0.064 ± 0.130
Mean Odometry 0.032 ± 0.026 0.028 ± 0.023 Zhou et al. [5] 0.021 ± 0.017 0.020 ± 0.015 Mahjourian et al. [6] 0.013 ± 0.010 0.012 ± 0.011
GeoNet [7] 0.012 ± 0.007 0.012 ± 0.009 DF-Net [8] 0.017 ± 0.007 0.015 ± 0.009 CC [9] 0.012 ± 0.007 0.012 ± 0.009 Ours 0.016 ± 0.007 0.015 ± 0.015
(e) (f) Figure 5 : Visual results. Top to bottom: sample image, estimated depth, self-discovered mask. The proposed mask can effectively identify inconsistent pixels caused by moving objects and occlusions, e.g., motion boundaries and occluded regions. It demonstrates the efficacy of proposed mask in terms of detecting moving objects and occlusions.
Qualitative results
Efficiency of training
We compare with the most recent CC [9] in terms of training time. Both methods are tested on a single 16GB Tesla V100 GPU. We measure the time taken for each iteration consisting of forward and backward pass using a batch size of 4, where 832 × 256 images are used. CC [9] needs train 3 parts in an iterative way, including (DepthNet, PoseNet), FlowNet, and MaskNet. In contrast our method only trains (DepthNet, PoseNet) for 200K iterations. In total, CC takes about 7 days for training, while our method takes 32 hours. The results of CC [9] are reported by authors. 
